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第一步，收集人工标注的解释性文本

• 作为数据增强改进在预测任务上的效果
• 作为监督数据训练模型对预测结果做解释
• 作为真实标签评估模型的生成的解释

Teach Me to Explain: A Review of Datasets for Explainable Natural Language Processing. 2021.



文本类解释的类型

explanations are implicitly or explicitly designed to answer the question “why is [input] assigned [label]?”.



• Highlights
• Compactness

• Sufficiency

• Comprehensiveness / selected

• Free-text explanations
• not constrained to the words or modality of the input instance

• Expressive / readable

• Structured explanations
• there may be constraints placed on the explanation writing process, 

such as the required use of specific inference rules.

• dataset-specific designs





Explain Yourself! Leveraging Language Models for Commonsense Reasoning. 2019.

1. highlight input words and then formulate a 
free-text explanation from them, to control 
quality. 

2. template-like explanations are discarded 
because they are deemed uninformative.

Takeaway:
1. study how people define and generate 

explanations for the task before collecting 
free-text explanations

2. explanations are naturally structured, 
embrace the structure.

3. No all-encompassing definition of 
explanation



Dataset-specific forms

construct a chain of facts that 
detail the reasoning steps

place constraints (e.g., phrase) on the textual 
explanations that annotators can write,



第二步，评估解释性文本

• Head-to-head evaluations：对同一数据集实例在不同条件下生成的
两种解释进行直接比较

• Understand the fine-grained aspects：收集每个解释的绝对Likert-
scale评分

Reframing Human-AI Collaboration for Generating Free-Text Explanations. 2021.



Two dimensions:
1. Surface-level features:

generality
grammaticality
factuality

2. Explanation quality:
New information
Support the label
The information is 
sufficient

Ensuring explanations are not
vacuous and are on-topic.

In an ideal setting, machine-
generated explanation quality 
should be unambiguous 
enough to elicit high scores 
across a group of annotators.



第三步，设计方法生成可解释性文本

• 基于 Prompt + large-scale language model 的方法

• 引入外部知识图谱

Reframing Human-AI Collaboration for Generating Free-Text Explanations. 2021.
Event Transition Planning for Open-ended Text Generation. 2022.



人工和模型合作改进解释文本质量 :

Reframing Human-AI Collaboration for Generating Free-Text Explanations

将标注人员的职责由
标注可解释性文本
（生成任务）降低难
度转变为判断文本的
可接受性（二分类任
务）。



1. In-context learning
We prompt the model with several (question,
answer and explanation) triplets, followed by an 
unexplained question-answer instance for which we 
expect the model to generate an explanation,
without updating any parameters

115 randomly sampled train instances to create our 
prompts; 
Each prompt consists of 8-24 randomly selected 
examples from this set.

“A dog cannot carry something while asleep”.



面向开放式文本生成的事件转移规划
Event Transition Planning for Open-ended Text Generation



两步模型



怎么构建一个更好的事件转移模型



引入事件转移模型辅助下游任务



解释性自然语言处理 GO AHEAD

• Contrastive explanations:  justify why a prediction was made instead of another.   
[There is no dataset that contains contrastive free-text or structured explanations.]
• “why...instead of...”,

• Collecting explanations for other labels besides the gold label

• Negative explanations:  providing supervision of what is not a correct explanation
• human JUDGE (low-scoring instances) 

• EDIT phase (instances pre-editing)
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